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ON THE DIMENSION OF LIMITS OF INVERSE SYSTEMS

YUKINOBU YAJIMA

ABSTRACT. We say that the limit of an inverse system X = lim{X>,7r¿, A}

is cylindrical if each finite cozero cover of X has a u-locally finite refinement

consisting of sets of the form ir^" ({/), where U is a cozero-set in X\ and

tt\ :   X —» X\ is the projection.

We prove that if X is cylindrical, then dimX = sup{dimX>l :   A G A}.

1. Introduction. We give a sufficient condition for the limit of an inverse

system of topological spaces with the covering dimension < n to have the dimension

<n.

We say that the limit of an inverse system X = lim{X,\,7r¿, A} is cylindrical if

each finite cozero cover of X has a cr-locally finite refinement consisting of sets of

the form tt^1 (U), where U is a cozero-set in X\ and 7rA : X —> X\ is the projection.

In this paper, we prove

"If X is cylindrical, then dimX = sup{dimXA :   A G A}".

Next, we show that the limit of an inverse system of paracompact spaces and

perfect maps is cylindrical and that the limit of an perforable inverse sequence

of normal spaces is cylindrical, thus obtaining earlier results of Katuta-Pasynkov

[K, Pi] and Nagami-Pasynkov [N2, P2], respectively, as corollaries. Since every

Cartesian product of infinitely many spaces is the limit of the inverse system of its

finite subproducts, we immediately obtain a sufficient condition for the dimension

of the Cartesian product not to exceed the supremum of the dimensions of its finite

subproducts. In particular, this condition is satisfied for a Cartesian product of

metrizable spaces, thus yielding E. Pol's result [Po] as a corollary.

2. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper, by a space and a map we mean a

topological space and a continuous map, respectively. No separation axioms are

assumed. However, regular, normal and paracompact spaces are always assumed

to be T2. For a set A, by |A| we mean the cardinality of A. Natural numbers are

denoted by i,j, k and m. The smallest infinite ordinal (cardinal) number is denoted

by w (K0).

The dimension dim always means the covering dimension, for which we use a

nonnegative integer n.   For a space X, a cozero-set in X is a set of the form

/_1((0,1]) for some map /:  X -» [0,1].

Let {X\, 7T^, A} be an inverse system with the limit X. Then a map tt\ : X —► X\

means the projection for each A G A. The directed set A is omitted if |A| < No-
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Let X = rLeA ^ De a Cartesian product. For each £ C A, let Xj = IIagí -^a

and 7r£ : X -> X£ the projection. For each £ C A (r C A) with |£| < N0 (|r| < N0),

the product X£ (Xp) is said to be a finite (countable) subproduct of X.

3. Main theorem. The following definition is similar to that of rectangularity

for finite products in the sense of Pasynkov [P3].

DEFINITION 1. The limit of an inverse system X = fim{X,\, 7rA, A} is said to be

cylindrical, if each finite cozero cover of X has a a-locally finite refinement by sets

of the form tt^ (U), where A G A and U is a cozero-set in Xx- Such a set n^ (U)

is said to be a cozero cylinder in X.

Our main theorem is as follows.

THEOREM. Let X = lim{X>, 7rA, A} be the limit of an inverse system of spaces

X\ with dimX^ < ra. If X is cylindrical, then dimX < n.

The idea of the proof of Theorem is essentially due to Pasynkov [P3, Theorem

17]. Indeed, we make use of the following result in [P3, Proposition 10].

LEMMA 1. Suppose that for each finite cozero cover 0 of a space X there exists

an inverse system {Ra,<pa,A} of metrizable spaces Ra with dimi?Q < n, satisfying

the following:
(a) for each a G A, there exists a map fa: X —► Ra such that fß = (ßß° fa for

ß<a,

(b) there exist some Aq C A and open sets Va in Ra, a G Aq, such that

{/~1(VQ) :   a G Aq} is a a-locally finite refinement of 0 ■

Then we have dimX < n.

PROOF OF THEOREM. Let 0 be any finite cozero cover of X. By the assump-

tion, it has a cr-locally finite refinement {7r^"1((7Q): q G A} by cozero cylinders in

X. For each a G A, we take a map ga : X\a —> [0,1] such that g~x((0,1]) = Ua.

By Pasynkov's factorization theorem (cf. [P3, Theorem 2]), there exist a metriz-

able space Ra with dim Ra < n, an "onto" map fa : Xxa —► Ra and a map

ha : Ra —* [0,1] such that ga — ha o fa for each a G A. Put Va = /i~1((0,1]) and

fa = fa°n\a for each a G A. Then we have

WfäHVa) = ^(Ua).
Let A* be the set of all finite subsets of A. For each a G A*, we construct a

metrizable space Ra with dimi2a < n, a \(a) G A with X(a) > X(b) for b C o, an

"onto" map fa : X\(a) —* Ra and maps 4>a: Ra —> Rb for b C a, satisfying the

following:

(2) Ra = Ra, X(a) = Xa and fa = fa if a = (a) G A*,

(3) fb = d>%o fa for be a, where fa = fa o 7rA(a),

(4) <#? = 4>bc o 4>l for c C b C a.

For each a G A* with \a\ — 1, we define Ra, X(a) and fa as in (2). Assume that

the above construction has been already performed for each a G A* with \a\ < k.

Consider an a G A* with \a\ = k. We can choose a A(o) G A with X(a) > X(b)

for each b Ç a. We put 5a = ribca A* ^e take the map ga: Xx(a) —> Sa

defined by ga(x) = (fb ° ir\ft){x))bç:a for each x G X,\(a). Again, by Pasynkov's

factorization theorem, there exist a metrizable space Ra with dimi?a < n, an

"onto" map fa :  X\^a) —> Ra and a map ha :  Ra —+ Sa such that ga = hao fa. Let
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b Ç- a. Let pg :   Sa —► i2¿, be the projection. We define the map 4>b:   Ra —» R0 as

0b = Pb ° ha. Then we have

(5)^o/a = /bo7rAg.

By (5), (3) is satisfied. Moreover, by (5), we obtain <¡>bc o <p^ o fa = <pac o fa for each

c c b. Since fa is "onto", (4) is satisfied. Thus, we have inductively accomplished

the desired construction.

By (4), {Ra, </>b, A*} is an inverse system. For each a G A*, Ra, fa and <f>f satisfy

(a) of Lemma 1. Put Aq = {a G A*: \a\ — 1}. Moreover, let Va = Va for each

a = (a) G Aß. By (1) and (2), we have

{fä\Va):   aGA0} = {n^(Ua):   a G A}.

Hence (b) of Lemma 1 is satisfied. Thus all the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied,

which concludes dimX < ra. The proof is complete.

4. Cylindrical limits of inverse systems. Here, we show two propositions

which give different kinds of cylindrical limits of inverse systems. Our theorem and

these propositions immediately yield two earlier results as corollaries. First, we

show

PROPOSITION 1. Let X — lim{XA,7rA,A} be the limit of an inverse system of

paracompact spaces and perfect maps.  Then it is cylindrical.

PROOF. We can assume that each ttx and 7rA is "onto". Since each 7rA is perfect,

so is each ttx- Pick a Ao G A and fix it. Let U be any open cover of X. We can

assume U = {7r^"1(C/a): en G A}, where Ua is a cozero-set in Xxa for each a G A.

Pick an x G Xx0. Since n^1(x) is compact, we can choose a finite subset A(x) of

A such that ir^^(x) C (JaeA(z) 7rAa1(^«*)- Since itx0 is closed, we can take up an

open neighborhood Wx of x in X^0 such that

^»c^'Wc   (J   <(c/Q).
a€A(x)

Since Xx0 is paracompact, there exists a locally finite cozero refinement Q of

{Wx: x G XXo}. Pick a G G Q. Take pG G XXo with G C WPG. We choose

a Xq G A with Xq > sup{Aa :   a G A(po)} and Xq > Xq. Let

V(G) = {(irXx°)-\G) n (tt^)-1^):   a G A(pG)}.

Then we can verify that {^^(V): V G ~V(G) and G G Q} is a locally finite

refinement of U by cozero cylinders in X. Hence X is cylindrical. The proof is

complete.

REMARK 1. Pasynkov [Pi] announced a similar result to Proposition 1 without

the proof.

COROLLARY  l   [K, Pi].   Let X = lim{X,\,7rA,A} be the limit of an inverse

system of paracompact spaces Xx such that dim Xx < n and perfect maps 7rA. Then

dimX < n.

For the next proposition, we state the following concept which has been intro-

duced earlier in connection with the dimension of the limits of inverse sequences.
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DEFINITION 2 [N2, Pa]. An inverse sequence {X¿,7r*} is said to be perforable if

for any sequence {0¿}¿<tJ of open sets 0¿ in X¿ with (tt1:)~1(Oj) C Oí, i > j, and

Ui<u> 7rlrl(^») = -^i there exists a sequence {í¿}¿<w of closed sets Fi in X¿ such

that Fi C Oi for each i <u and (J¿<w n71(^ri) = %■

The inverse sequences with the perforable property have been enumerated in

[N2, Remark 4.2] and [P2, Corollary 1].

PROPOSITION 2. // an inverse sequence {Xj,7r!-} of normal spaces Xi is per-

forable, then the limit X is cylindrical.

PROOF. Let {Gk}k<m be any finite cozero cover of X. For each i < uj and

k < m, let Uj° be the maximal open set in X¿ with Tt^x(U^) C Gk. Put 0¿ =

Ufc<m Ui- Then the sequence {0¿}¿<w satisfies the conditions of Definition 2. By

the assumption, there exists a sequence {í¿}¿<w of closed sets F¿ in X¿, described

in Definition 2. Since each X¿ is normal, there exists a sequence {C¿° : i < w and

k < m} of cozero-sets C* in X¿ such that C\ C f/^ and Fi C Ufc<m ^ f°r eacn

¿ < U) and k <m. Then {7r~1(C¿c) : ï < w and k < rn} is a countable refinement of

{Gk}k<m by cozero cylinders in X. Hence X is cylindrical. The proof is complete.

COROLLARY 2 [N2, P2]. Let X = lhn{X¿,7rj} 6e í/ie /¿mí'í o/ an inverse

sequence of normal spaces Xi with dimX¿ < ra. // the sequence is perforable, then

dimX < ra.

5. Cylindrical Cartesian products. Here, each Cartesian product is an

infinite one unless otherwise stated. Note that a Cartesian product X is represented

as the limit of the inverse system of all finite subproducts of X and their projections.

So we adopt the following definition for convenience.

DEFINITION 3. A Cartesian product X = LIaga ^a is said to be cylindrical if

each finite cozero cover of X has a cr-locally finite refinement by sets of the form

■k^1(U), where (cA with |£| < bio and U is a cozero-set in X£. Moreover, such a

set 7r71(i7) is said to be a cozero cylinder in X.

By the Theorem, we immediately obtain

COROLLARY 3.   If a Cartesian product X = Üaga ^ îS cylindrical, then

dimX = supJdimXj:   £ C A wnt/i |£| < N0}.

Now, we consider when a Cartesian product is cylindrical. We prepare two

lemmas concerning Cartesian products of paracompact E-spaces.

LEMMA 2. Let Xi be a paracompact Ti-space for each i < u. Then each open

cover of YIí<uj -^» ^as a °-locally finite refinement by cozero cylinders.

Lemma 2 can be obtained by a modification of the proofs from [Ni, Theorems 3.6

and 3.13]. Moreover, Lemma 2 coupled with the proof of [Y, Theorem 1] essentially

yields the following result.

LEMMA 3. Let X = Üaga ^ ^e a Cartesian product of paracompact espaces,

each finite subproduct of which has countable tightness. Let E be a H-product of

{Xx}xeA-  Then, for all disjoint closed sets A and B in E, there exists a a-locally
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finite cover U of X by cozero cylinders in X such that each member of U is disjoint

from A or B.

PROPOSITION 3. A Cartesian product of paracompact T,-spaces, each finite sub-

product of which has countable tightness, is cylindrical.

PROOF. Let X = Üaga -^ De a Cartesian product as the above and S a E-

product of {Xa}aga- Let C be any cozero-set in X. We take a sequence {Zi}i<ul

of zero-sets in X such that G — \Ji<U! Zi. Fix an i < u>. By Lemma 3, there exists

a tr-locally finite cover Ui of X by cozero cylinders in X such that each U G Ui is

disjoint from E\G or Zi HE. Since X\G and Zx are closed G¿-sets in X, by [PP,

Lemma 21, we have

X\G = C1(E\G)    and   Zt = Cl(Z,nE),

where Cl denotes the closure in X. We set

u; = {UeUi:Un(z\G) = <u}.

Then each U G U* and U G Ui\U* are disjoint from X\G and Zi, respectively.

Since Ui is a cover of X, we have Zi C IJ{^: U e Ü*} C G. So we obtain

G = \J{U: U G U* and i < uj}. Thus G is a tr-locally finite union of cozero

cylinders in X. Hence X is cylindrical. The proof is complete.

REMARK 2. For a Cartesian product X as in Proposition 3, it follows from [PP,

Proposition 2], [Tk, Theorem 1] and [Y, Theorem 1] that each open FCT-set in X is

a cozero-set. So, Proposition 3 is a generalization of [KI, Theorem 1].

PROPOSITION 4. Let X = TTaga -^ be a Cartesian product of regular spaces.

Then X is cylindrical if one of the following properties is true:

(a) Each countable subproduct of X is Lindelöf.

(b) Each finite subproduct of X is hereditarily Lindelöf.

PROOF. First, assume that each finite subproduct of X is Lindelöf. Let G be

any cozero-set in X. We take a map g: X —> [0,1] such that g_1((0,1]) = G. By

[E, Theorem 1], there exist a T C A with |r| < No and a map /: Xp —► [0,1] such

that g = /o7rr. Let U = /_1((0,1]).

Case of (a). Since U is an FCT-set of a Lindelöf space Xp, so is U. Hence we

can choose a sequence {V¿}¿<^ of cozero cylinders in Xp such that U = U¿<w ^-

Then Hi = 7rr~1(V¿) is a cozero cylinder in X for each i < u>. One can easily verify

G = Ui<uHi.
Case of (b). Let T = {Ai, A2,...} and £¿ = {Ai,..., A¿} for each i < lu. Fix an

i <oj. Let Wi be the maximal open set X£i such that Wi x \\k>l Xxk C U. Since

Wi is Lindelöf, there exists a sequence {Wij}j<UJ of cozero-sets in X£i such that

W% = U3<uj Wij. Then Hij = Tt71(Wij) is a cozero cylinder in X for each j < uj.

Here, running i < u>, one can verify G = (ji -<bJ Hij.

In both cases, G is a countable union of cozero cylinders in X. Hence X is

cylindrical. The proof is complete.

By the Theorem and Propositions 3 and 4, we can obtain some earlier results.

COROLLARY 4. Let X = HIaga X\ be a Cartesian product of regular spaces.

Then we have

dimX = sup{dimXi:   £ C A with |£| < N0}
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if one of the following conditions (a)-(c) is satisfied:

(a) Each Xx is a paracompact Yi-space and each finite subproduct X£ has count-

able tightness [Y]. In particular, each Xx is metrizable [Po].

(b) Each countable subproduct of X is Lindelöf' [C, M].

(c) Each finite subproduct X£ is hereditarily Lindelöf. In particular, it is perfectly

normal and Lindelöf [C].

REMARK 3. Let S be the Sorgenfrey line. Terasawa [T] showed that dim Sa = 0

for each a > uj. Moreover, one can see from his proof that Sa is cylindrical for

each a> uj.

ADDED IN PROOF. Pasynkov [Soviet Math. Dokl. 26 (1982), 654-685] has

introduced the concept of piecewise rectangularity for Cartesian products, which

is weaker than that of the cylindrical property. Moreover, he has announced that

the equality in our Corollary 3 is true for a Cartesian product which is piecewise

rectangular.
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